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the Chopin compositions were finding their final shape,
where the art of the virtuoso reached its crown. That
consciousness alone intimidated them. The room was large
and high, with walls of a faded pinky colour and with
old-fashioned, undistinguished furniture. Against one wall
was the upright piano on which Paderewski used to practise;
in-front of it stood a low chair covered with worn red leather.
On the piano was a small portrait of Chopin, and above it
hung two reproductions of drawings by Burne-Jones made
the same day as the famous profile drawings of 1891 ; but
though Paderewski had served as their model, they repre-
sented armed knight-errants of dreamy and expressive air.
In the middle of the room stood an enormous writing-table,
covered with innumerable papers, letters and books. The
light streamed on to it through a large window looking over
the lake and gardens, backed by Mont Blanc. Between
the writing-table and the window there was a glass case
filled with Chinese objets d'art: a few carved pieces of
greenish jade, more mellow than stone and less outspoken
than emeralds, but fuller of character than either; some
unpretentious china vases of the Ming period, almost
painfully convincing in the simplicity of their shapes and
their plain, unblemished glazes ; cloisonne jars, ostenta-
tious and overdressed in such an aristocratic company, and,
as the radiating centre of the collection, a few pieces of the
costly glass Jaune Imperial^ of which the rare and intense
yellow colour seemed to embody Eastern mystery as though
coming from the very centre of the Forbidden City.
In the corner of the room next to the window was the
grand piano on which the pupils were to play. A small
pen drawing representing Liszt as an elegant young man
was hanging on the wall, and above it there was an original
sheet from a Liszt composition. These musical documents
created the real atmosphere of the room; the glass case
with the Chinese collection was only a guest, for all its
beauty, distant and strange. Above the piano there was
also a large old-fashioned photograph of Paderewski as a

